To

As per Distribution List

Subject: Notice for Special Meeting on “Performance of primary frequency response of generating units of state utilities of Eastern Region”

Sir,

As per the decision of 168th OCC Meeting, notice is hereby given that a special meeting on “Performance of the primary frequency response of generating units of state utilities of Eastern Region” will be held on 31st August 2020 at 10:30 hrs through WEBEX on line meeting platform. The meeting link will be shared through mail/message separately.

You are requested to attend the meeting along with the supporting data for fruitful discussion in the meeting. Further as per the decision of 168th OCC, all the SLDCs are requested to nominate a nodal person to ERLDC/ERPC at the earliest for sharing FRC related information.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(D. K. Bauri)
Superintending Engineer (O)
LIST OF ADDRESSES:

1. CHIEF ENGINEER (System Operation), BSPTCL, PATNA, (FAX NO. 0612-2504557/2504937)
2. CHIEF ENGINEER, TRANSMISSION (O&M), JUSNL, RANCHI (FAX NO.-0651-2490486/2490863)
3. CHIEF ENGINEER, TVNL, DORANDA, RANCHI - 834102 (FAX NO. 06544-225414)
4. CHIEF LOAD DISPATCHER, SLDC, OPTCL, BHUBANESWAR (FAX NO.0674-2748509)
5. GENERAL MANAGER, TTPS, TALCHER, (FAX NO. 06760-243212)
6. SR. GENERAL MANAGER (PP), GRIDCO, JANPATH, BHUBANESWAR (0674-2547180)
7. DIRECTOR (OPERATION), IB TPS, AT/PO BANHARPALI, JHARSUGUDA, (FAX NO. 06645-222225/222230)
8. DIRECTOR (OPERATION), OPGC LTD., ZONE-A. 7TH FLOOR. FORTUNE TOWERS. CHANDRASEKHARPUR, BHUBANESWAR-75 1023
9. SR. GENERAL MANAGER (ELECTRICAL), OHPC LTD., BHUBANESWAR, (FAX NO.0674-2542102)
10. CHIEF ENGINEER, CLD, WBSETCL, HOWRAH, (FAX NO. 033-26886232)
11. CHIEF GENERAL MANAGER (OS), WBPDCL, KOLKATA-98 (FAX NO. 033-23393286/2335-0516)
12. GM, KOLAGHAT TPS, WBPDCL, KOLAGHAT (FAX NO.03228231280)
13. DGM (OPERATION), DPL, DURGAPUR, (FAX NO. 0343-2555052)
14. GM (SYS OPERATION), CESC, CHOWRINGHEE SQUARE, KOLKATA (FAX NO.033-22253756/22129871)
15. CHIEF ENGINEER, SLDC, DVC, HOWRAH (FAX NO. 033-2688-5094)
16. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ERLDC, POSOCO, KOLKATA, (FAX NO. 033-2423-5809)